
 

Video-Wall Premium TV Mount
Supports one 45" to 70" Television up to 70 kg (154 lbs.), Pop-Out
Extension Mode, Black
Part No.: 461719
EAN-13: 0766623461719 | UPC: 766623461719

One Screen from Multiple TVs

The Manhattan Video-Wall Premium TV Mount is perfect for installing and
arranging flat-panel TVs alongside each other to make one big screen (one
mount per display; additional equipment, such as the Manhattan Video Wall
Matrix, required). When installed together, the mounts let you easily arrange
and adjust your screens to create a much-expanded way to enjoy movies,
games, web content and other media connections you have at home.

Simplified Installation

The Manhattan Video-Wall Premium TV Mount can be used to support just one
TV, or you can add any number of mounts to install as many TVs as you want. If
you know your TVs' dimensions and can do some very simple math, it's easy to
arrange your displays on the wall just how you want. Once your screens are
mounted, the mount’s brackets offer fine-tune adjustments so you can tilt and
swivel your displays to the exact view you want. And each one includes a place
to attach mini padlocks to prevent the display from being stolen.

Pop-Out Access

This Mount includes Pop-Out Extension Mode, a special feature that lets you
extend the display away from the wall by gently pressing on it. "Popping out"
the display gives you quick access to adjust your device
connections or manage your cables.
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High-visibility where you need it

This mount - or a set of them - is the perfect addition to how you enjoy high-
quality audio/video in your home. But installing four or more screens to function
as one is one of the best ways to show off big, bold images and messaging
where you need it, too. A set of four 70" screens working as one is sure to grab
most people's attention at a trade show, your storefront, in a conference room,
in classrooms and other places. There are many competing voices out there.
The Manhattan Video-Wall Premium TV Mount gives you the advantage you
need to reach your audience quicker.

Features:

 Securely holds one flat-panel TV for a video-wall installation
 Meets VESA standards - supports TVs from 45" to 70" up to 70 kg (154
lbs.)
 Tilt-adjustment options from -5° to 3° for optimal views
 Micro-adjustment options (up, down, tilt out, tilt in, rotate left and
rotate right) for seamless display alignment
 Anti-theft locking system (padlock not included)
 Knob system to freely hook or unhook the TV from the wall plate
 Offers Pop-out Extension Mode for easy installation and maintenance
 Includes a designated space for cable management and maintenance
 Steel construction
 Lifetime warranty

Specifications:

Video-Wall Premium TV Mount
• Fits 200x200, 300x300, 400x200, 400x400, 600x400 VESA-compliant
televisions
• Weight capacity: up to 70 kg (154 lbs.)

Adjustment Options
• Tilt: -5° to +3°
• Extension: 143 - 306 mm (5.63 - 12.04 in.)

Product Dimensions
• 934 x 143 x 483 mm (36.77 x 5.63 x 19.02 in.)

Package Contents
• Video-Wall Premium TV Mount
• Installation hardware with instructions
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